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Abstract
Although programs convey an unambiguous meaning, the grammars used in practice to describe their syntax
are often ambiguous, and completed with disambiguation rules. Whether these rules achieve to remove all
the ambiguities while preserving the original intended language can be diﬃcult to ensure. We present
an experimental ambiguity detection tool for GNU/bison, and illustrate how it can assist a grammatical
development for a subset of Standard ML.
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1 Introduction
With the broad availability of parser generators that implement the Generalized LR
(GLR) [33] or the Earley [11] algorithm, it might seem that the struggles with the
dreaded report
grammar.y: conflicts: 223 shift/reduce, 35 reduce/reduce
are now over. General parsers of these families simulate the various nondeterministic
choices in parallel with good performance, and return all the legitimate parses for
the input (see Scott and Johnstone for a survey [31]).
What our naive account overlooks is that all the legitimate parses according to
the grammar might not always be correct in the intended language. With program-
ming languages in particular, a program is expected to have a unique interpretation,
and thus a single parse should be returned. Nevertheless, the grammar developed
to describe the language is often ambiguous: ambiguous grammars are more concise
and readable [1]. The language deﬁnition should then include some disambiguation
rules to decide which parse to choose.
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In this paper, we present a tool for GNU Bison [10] 2 that pinpoints possible
ambiguities in context-free grammars (CFGs). Grammar and parser developers can
then use the ambiguities reported by the tool to write disambiguation rules where
they are needed. Since the problem of ﬁnding all the ambiguities in a CFG is
undecidable [6,8], our tool implements a conservative algorithm [30]: it guarantees
that no ambiguity will be overlooked, but it might return false positives as well. We
attempt to motivate the use of such a tool for grammatical engineering [18].
• We ﬁrst describe a well-known diﬃcult subset of the syntax of Standard ML [23]
(Section 2.1) that combines a genuine ambiguity with a LR conﬂict requiring
unbounded lookahead (Section 2.2). A generalized parser accomplishes to parse
correctly the corresponding Standard ML programs, but might return more than
one parse (Section 2.3).
• We detail how our tool identiﬁes the ambiguity as such and discards the conﬂict
(Section 3). We complete this overview of our tool with more experimental results
in Section 4.
• At last, we examine the shortcomings of the tool and provide some leads for its
improvement (Section 5).
2 A Diﬃcult Syntactic Issue
In this section, we consider a subset of the grammar of Standard ML, and use
it to illustrate some of the diﬃculties encountered with classical LALR(1) parser
generators in the tradition of YACC [15]. Unlike the grammars sometimes provided
in other programming language references, the grammar deﬁned by Miller et al. [23,
Appendix B] is not put in LALR(1) form. In fact, it clearly values simplicity over
ease of implementation, and includes highly ambiguous rules like 〈dec〉−→〈dec〉 〈dec〉.
2.1 Case Expressions in Standard ML
Kahrs [16] describes a situation in the Standard ML syntax where an unbounded
lookahead is needed by a deterministic parser in order to correctly parse certain
strings. The issue arises with alternatives in function value binding and case expres-
sions. A small set of grammar rules from the language speciﬁcation that illustrates
the issue follows in Figure 1. 3
The rules describe Standard ML declarations 〈dec〉 for functions, where each
function name vid is bound, for a sequence 〈atpats〉 of atomic patterns, to an ex-
pression 〈expr〉 using the rule 〈sfvalbind〉−→vid 〈atpats〉 = 〈exp〉. Diﬀerent function
value bindings can be separated by alternation symbols “|”. Standard ML case
expressions associate an expression 〈exp〉 with a 〈match〉, which is a sequence of
2 The modiﬁed Bison source is available from the author’s webpage, at the address
http://www.i3s.unice.fr/~schmitz/.
3 We translated the original rules from their extended representation into classical BNF. We note
〈nonterminals〉 between angle brackets and terminals as such, except for the terminal alternation sym-
bol ′|′, quoted in order to avoid confusion with the choice meta character |.
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〈dec〉 −→ fun 〈fvalbind〉
〈fvalbind〉 −→ 〈sfvalbind〉 | 〈fvalbind〉 ′|′ 〈sfvalbind〉
〈sfvalbind〉 −→ vid 〈atpats〉 = 〈exp〉
〈atpats〉 −→ 〈atpat 〉 | 〈atpats〉 〈atpat 〉
〈exp〉 −→ case 〈exp〉 of 〈match〉 | vid
〈match〉 −→ 〈mrule〉 | 〈match〉 ′|′ 〈mrule〉
〈mrule〉 −→ 〈pat〉 => 〈exp〉
〈pat〉 −→ vid 〈atpat 〉
〈atpat 〉 −→ vid
Fig. 1. Syntax of function value binding and case expressions in Standard ML.
matching rules 〈mrule〉 of form 〈pat〉 => 〈exp〉, separated by alternation symbols
“|”.
Example 2.1 Using mostly these rules, the ﬁlter function of the SML/NJ Library
could be written [21] as:
datatype ’ a opt ion = NONE | SOME of ’ a
fun f i l t e r pred l =
l e t
fun f i l t e r P (x : : r , l ) =
case ( pred x )
of SOME y => f i l t e r P ( r , y : : l )
| NONE => f i l t e r P ( r , l )
| f i l t e r P ( [ ] , l ) = rev l
in
f i l t e r P ( l , [ ] )
end
The Standard ML compilers consistently reject this correct input, often pinpointing
the error at the equal sign in “| ﬁlterP ([], l ) = rev l”. Let us investigate why
they behave this way.
2.2 The Conﬂict
We implemented our set of grammar rules in GNU Bison [10], and the result of a
run in LALR(1) mode is a single shift/reduce conﬂict, a nondeterministic choice
between two parsing actions:
state 20
6 exp: "case" exp "of" match .
8 match: match . ’|’ mrule
’|’ shift, and go to state 24
’|’ [reduce using rule 6 (exp)]
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(a) Correct parse tree when reducing.













(b) Attempted parse when shifting.
Fig. 2. Partial parse trees corresponding to the two actions in conﬂict on Example 2.1.
The conﬂict takes place just before “ | ﬁlterP ([], l ) = rev l” with the program
of Example 2.1.
If we choose one of the actions—shift or reduce—over the other, we obtain the
parses drawn in Figure 2. The shift action is chosen by default by Bison, and ends
on a parse error when seeing the equal sign where a double arrow was expected,
exactly where the Standard ML compilers report an error.
Example 2.2 The issue is made further complicated by a dangling ambiguity:
case a of b => case b of c => c | d => d
In this expression, should the dangling “d => d” matching rule be attached to
“case b” or to “case a”? The Standard ML deﬁnition indicates that the matching
rule should be attached to “case b”. In this case, the shift should be chosen rather
than the reduction.
Our two examples show that we cannot blindly choose one particular ac-
tion over the other. Nonetheless, we could make the correct decision if we
had more information at our disposal. The “=” sign in the lookahead string
“| ﬁlterP ([], l ) = rev l” indicates that the alternative is at the topmost func-
tion value binding 〈fvalbind〉 level, and not at the “case” level, or it would be a
“=>” sign. But the sign can be arbitrarily far away in the lookahead string: an
atomic pattern 〈atpat 〉 can derive a sequence of tokens of unbounded length. The
conﬂict requires an unbounded lookahead.
This issue in the syntax of Standard ML is one of its few major defects according
to a survey by Rossberg [28]:
[Parsing] this would either require horrendous grammar transformations, back-
tracking, or some nasty and expensive lexer hack.
Fortunately, the detailed analysis of the conﬂict we conducted, as well as the ugly
or expensive solutions mentioned by Rossberg, are not necessary with a general
parser. 4
4 Some deterministic parsing algorithms—LR-Regular [9,3], noncanonical [32,12], or LL-Regular [25,24]—
albeit perhaps less known, are able to exploit unbounded lookahead lengths. Our ambiguity detection













Fig. 3. The shared parse forest for the input of Example 2.2.
2.3 General Parsing
A general parser returns all the possible parses for the provided input, and as
such discards the incorrect parse of Figure 2b and only returns the correct one of
Figure 2a. In particular, a generalized LALR(1) parser explores the two possibilities
of the conﬂict, until it reaches the = sign, at which point the incorrect partial parse
of Figure 2b fails.
Our tool tackles an issue that appeared with the recent popularity of general
algorithms for programming languages parsers. The user does not know a priori
whether the conﬂict reported by Bison in the LALR(1) automaton is caused by
an ambiguity or by an insuﬃcient lookahead length. A casual investigation of its
source might only reveal the unbounded lookahead aspect of the conﬂict as with
Example 2.1, and overlook the ambiguity triggered by embedded case expressions
like the one of Example 2.2. The result might be a collection of parse trees—a
parse forest—where a single parse tree was expected, hampering the reliability of
the computations that follow the parsing phase.
Two notions pertain to the current use of parse forests in parsing tools.
• The sharing of common subtrees bounds the forest space complexity by a poly-
nomial function of the input length [4]. Figure 3 shows a shared forest for our
ambiguity, with a topmost 〈match〉 node that merges the two alternative inter-
pretations of the input of Example 2.2.
• Klint and Visser [19] developed the general notion of disambiguation ﬁlters that
reject some of the trees of the parse forest, with the hope of ending the selection
process with a single tree. Such a mechanism is implemented in one form or in
another in many GLR tools, including SDF [34], Elkhound [22], and Bison [10].
2.3.1 Merge Functions
Unexpected ambiguities are acute with GLR parsers that compute semantic at-
tributes as they reduce partial trees. The GLR implementations of GNU Bison [10]
and of Elkhound [22] are in this situation. Attribute values are synthesized for each
parse tree node, and in a situation like the one depicted in Figure 3, the values
algorithm employs similar principles.
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obtained for the two alternatives of a shared node have to be merged into a single
value for the shared node as a whole. The user of these tools should thus provide a
merge function that returns the value of the shared node from the attributes of its
competing alternatives.
Failure to provide a merge function where it is needed forces the parser to choose
arbitrarily between the possibilities, which is highly unsafe. Another line of action
is to abort parsing with a message exhibiting the ambiguity; this can be set with
an option in Elkhound, and it is the behavior of Bison.
2.3.2 A Detailed Knowledge of Ambiguities
Example 2.3 Let us suppose that the user has found out the ambiguity of Ex-
ample 2.2, and is using a disambiguation ﬁlter (in the form of a merge function in
Bison or Elkhound) that discards the dotted alternative of Figure 3, leaving only
the correct parse according to the Standard ML deﬁnition. A simple way to achieve
this is to check whether we are reducing using rule 〈match〉−→〈match〉′|′〈mrule〉 or
with rule 〈match〉−→〈mrule〉. Filters of this variety are quite common, and are given
a speciﬁc dprec directive in Bison, also corresponding to the prefer and avoid
ﬁlters in SDF2 [34].
The above solution is unfortunately unable to deal with yet another form of
ambiguity with 〈match〉, namely the ambiguity encountered with the input:
case a of b => b | c => case c of d => d | e => e
Indeed, with this input, the two shared 〈match〉 nodes are obtained through reduc-
tions using the same rule 〈match〉−→〈match〉′|′〈mrule〉. Had we trusted our ﬁlter
to handle all the ambiguities, we would be running our parser under a sword of
Damocles.
This last example shows that a precise knowledge of the ambiguous cases is
needed for the development of a reliable GLR parser. While the problem of detecting
ambiguities is undecidable, conservative answers could point developers in the right
direction.
3 Detecting Ambiguities
Our tool is implemented in C as a new option in GNU Bison that triggers an
ambiguity detection computation instead of the parser generation. The output of
this veriﬁcation on our subset of the Standard ML grammar is:
2 potential ambiguities with LR(0) precision detected:
(match -> mrule . , match -> match . ’|’ mrule )
(match -> match . ’|’ mrule , match -> match ’|’ mrule . )
From this ambiguity report, two things can be noted: that user-friendliness is not a
strong point of the tool in its current form, and that the two detected ambiguities
correspond to the two ambiguities of Examples 2.2 and 2.3. Furthermore, the re-
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ported ambiguities do not mention anything visibly related to the diﬃcult conﬂict
of Example 2.1.
Our ambiguity checking algorithm attempts to ﬁnd ambiguities as two diﬀerent
parse trees describing the same sentence. Of course, there is in general an inﬁnite
number of parse trees with an inﬁnite number of derived sentences, and we make
therefore some approximations when visiting the trees. The algorithm in its full
generality is described in [30], along with the proof that all ambiguities are caught,
and more insights on the false positives returned along the way.
We detail here the algorithm on the relevant portion of our grammar, and con-
sider to this end approximations based on LR(0) items: a dot in a grammar pro-
duction A−→α·β can also be seen as a position in an elementary tree—a tree of
height one—with root A and leaves labeled by αβ. When moving from item to
item, we are also moving inside all the syntax trees that contain the corresponding
elementary trees. All the moves from item to item that we describe in the following
can be checked on the trees of Figures 2 and 3.
Since we want to ﬁnd two diﬀerent trees, we work with pairs of concurrent items,
starting from a pair (S−→·〈dec〉 $, S−→·〈dec〉 $) at the beginning of all trees, and
ending on a pair (S−→〈dec〉 $·, S−→〈dec〉 $·). Between these, we pair items that
could be reached upon reading a common sentence preﬁx, hence following trees that
derive the same sentence.
3.1 Example Run
Let us start with the couple of items reported as being in conﬂict by Bison; just
like Bison, our algorithm has found out that the two positions might be reached by
reading a common preﬁx from the beginning of the input:
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈exp〉−→case 〈exp〉 of 〈match〉·) (1)
Unlike Bison, the algorithm attempts to see whether we can keep reading the same
sentence until we reach the end of the input. Since we are at the extreme right
of the elementary tree for rule 〈exp〉−→case 〈exp〉 of 〈match〉, we are also to the
immediate right of the nonterminal 〈exp〉 in some rule right part. Our algorithm
explores all the possibilities, thus yielding the three couples:
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈mrule〉−→〈pat〉=>〈exp〉·) (2)
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈exp〉−→case 〈exp〉·of 〈match〉) (3)
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈sfvalbind〉−→vid 〈atpats〉 = 〈exp〉·) (4)
Applying the same idea to the pair (2), we should explore all the items with the
dot to the right of 〈mrule〉.
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈match〉−→〈mrule〉·) (5)
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈match〉−→〈match〉 ′|′ 〈mrule〉·) (6)
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At this point, we ﬁnd 〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, our competing item, among
the items with the dot to the right of 〈match〉: from our approximations, the strings
we can expect to the right of the items in the pairs (5) and (6) are the same, and
we report the pairs as potential ambiguities.
Our ambiguity detection is not over yet: from (4), we could reach successively
(showing only the relevant possibilities):
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈fvalbind〉−→〈sfvalbind〉·) (7)
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈fvalbind〉−→〈fvalbind〉· ′|′ 〈sfvalbind〉) (8)
In this last pair, the dot is to the left of the same symbol, meaning that the following
item pair might also be reached by reading the same string from the beginning of
the input:
(〈match〉−→〈match〉 ′|′ ·〈mrule〉, 〈fvalbind〉−→〈fvalbind〉 ′|′ ·〈sfvalbind〉) (9)
The dot being to the left of a nonterminal symbol, it is also at the beginning of all
the right parts of the productions of this symbol, yielding successively:
(〈mrule〉−→·〈pat〉=>〈exp〉, 〈fvalbind〉−→〈fvalbind〉 ′|′ ·〈sfvalbind〉) (10)
(〈mrule〉−→·〈pat〉=>〈exp〉, 〈sfvalbind〉−→·vid 〈atpats〉 = 〈exp〉) (11)
(〈pat 〉−→·vid 〈atpat 〉, 〈sfvalbind〉−→·vid 〈atpats〉 = 〈exp〉) (12)
(〈pat 〉−→vid·〈atpat 〉, 〈sfvalbind〉−→vid·〈atpats〉 = 〈exp〉) (13)
(〈pat〉−→vid·〈atpat 〉, 〈atpats〉−→·〈atpat 〉) (14)
(〈pat〉−→vid〈atpat 〉·, 〈atpats〉−→〈atpat 〉·) (15)
(〈mrule〉−→〈pat〉·=>〈exp〉, 〈atpats〉−→〈atpat 〉·) (16)
(〈mrule〉−→〈pat 〉·=>〈exp〉, 〈sfvalbind〉−→vid 〈atpats〉· = 〈exp〉) (17)
Our exploration stops with this last item pair: its concurrent items expect diﬀerent
terminal symbols, and thus cannot reach the end of the input upon reading the
same string. The algorithm has successfully found how to discriminate the two
possibilities in conﬂict in Example 2.1.
3.2 Overview of the Algorithm
The example run detailed above relates couples of items. We call this relation the
mutual accessibility relation ma, and deﬁne it as the union of several primitive
relations:
mas for terminal and nonterminal shifts, holding for instance between pairs (8)
and (9), but also between (14) and (15),
mae for downwards closures, holding for instance between pairs (9) and (10),
mac for upwards closures in case of a conﬂict, i.e. when one of the items in the pair
has its dot to the extreme right of the rule right part and the concurrent item is
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diﬀerent from it, holding for instance between pairs (2) and (5). Formally, our
notion of a conﬂict coincides with that of Aho and Ullman [2, Theorem 5.9].
The algorithm thus constructs the image of the initial pair (S′−→·S$, S′−→·S$) by
the ma∗ relation. If at some point we reach a pair holding twice the same item from
a pair with diﬀerent items, we report an ambiguity.
The eligible single moves from item to item are in fact the transitions in a
nondeterministic LR(0) automaton (thereafter called LR(0) NFA). The size of the
ma relation is bounded by the square of the size of this NFA. Let |G| denote the
size of the context-free grammar G, i.e. the sum of the length of all the rules right
parts, and |P | denote the number of rules; then, in the LR(0) case, the algorithm
time and space complexity is bounded by O((|G| |P |)2).
3.3 Implementation Details
The experimental tool currently implements the algorithm with LR(0), SLR(1), and
LR(1) items. Although the space required by LR(1) item pairs is really large, we
need this level of precision in order to guarantee an improvement over the LALR(1)
construction. The implementation changes a few details:
• We construct a nondeterministic automaton [14,13] whose states are either the
items of form A−→α·β, or some nonterminal items of form ·A or A·. For instance,
a nonterminal item would be used when computing the mutual accessibility of (2)
and before reaching (5):
(〈match〉−→〈match〉· ′|′ 〈mrule〉, 〈mrule〉·). (18)
The size of the NFA then becomes bounded by O(|G|) in the LR(0) and SLR(1)
case, and O(|G||T |2)—where |T | is the number of terminal symbols—in the LR(1)
case, and the complexity of the algorithm is thus bounded by the square of these
numbers.
• We consider the associativity and static precedence directives [1] of Bison and
thus we do not report resolved ambiguities.
• We order our items pairs to avoid redundancy in reduce/reduce conﬂicts. In such
a conﬂict, we can choose to follow one reduction or the other, and we might ﬁnd
a point of ambiguity sooner or later depending on this choice. The same issue
was met by McPeak and Necula with Elkhound [22], where a strict bottom-up
order was enforced using an ordering on the nonterminals and the portion of the
input string covered by each reduction. We solve our issue in a similar fashion,
the diﬀerence being that we do not have a ﬁnite input string at our disposal, and
thus we adopt a more conservative ordering. We say that A dominates B, noted
A ∠B, if there is a rule A−→αB; our order is then ∠∗. In a reduce/reduce conﬂict
between reductions to A and B, we follow the reduction of A if A  ∠∗ B or if both
A ∠∗ B and B ∠∗ A.
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Table 1
Reported ambiguities in the grammars from [30].
Grammar actual class Bison HVRU [5] NU(item0)
Gn3 LR(2
n) 1 - 0
Gn4 ambiguous 1 - 1
G5 non-LRR 1 - 0
G6 non-LRR 6 0 9
G7 LR(0) 0 1 0
4 Experimental Comparisons
The choice of a conservative ambiguity detection algorithm is currently rather lim-
ited. Several parsing techniques deﬁne subsets of the unambiguous grammars, and
beyond LR(k) parsing, two major parsing strategies exist: LR-Regular parsing [9],
which in practice explores a regular cover of the right context of LR conﬂicts with
a ﬁnite automaton [3], and noncanonical parsing [32], where the exploration is per-
formed by the parser itself. Since we follow the latter principle with our algorithm,
we call it a noncanonical unambiguity (NU) test.
A diﬀerent approach, unrelated to any parsing method, was proposed by
Brabrand et al. [5] with their horizontal and vertical unambiguity check (HVRU).
Horizontal ambiguity appears with overlapping concatenated languages, and verti-
cal ambiguity with non-disjoint unions; their method thus follows exactly how the
context-free grammar was formed. Their intended application is to test grammars
that describe RNA secondary structures [27].
We implemented a LR and a LRR test using the same item pairing technique
as our NU algorithm. We present experimental comparisons with these, as well as
with the HVRU algorithm when the data is available.
4.1 General Comparisons
The formal comparisons of our algorithm with various other methods given in [30]
are sustained by several small grammars. Table 1 compiles the results obtained
on these grammars. The “Bison” column provides the total number of conﬂicts
(shift/reduce as well as reduce/reduce) reported by Bison, the “HVRU” column the
number of potential ambiguities (horizontal or vertical) reported by the HVRU al-
gorithm, and the “NU(item0)” column the number of potential ambiguities reported
by our algorithm with LR(0) items.
4.1.1 LR and LR-Regular
The grammar families Gn3 and G
n
4 demonstrate the complexity gains with our algo-
rithm as compared to LR(k) parsing:
S−→A | Bn, A−→Aaa | a, B1−→aa, B2−→B1B1, . . . , Bn−→Bn−1Bn−1 (G
n
3 )
S−→A | Bna, A−→Aaa | a, B1−→aa, B2−→B1B1, . . . , Bn−→Bn−1Bn−1. (G
n
4 )
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Table 2
Reported potential ambiguities in the RNA grammars from [27].
Grammar actual class Bison HVRU [5] NU(item1)
G1 ambiguous 30 6 14
G2 ambiguous 33 7 13
G3 non-LR 4 0 2
G4 SLR(1) 0 0 0
G5 SLR(1) 0 0 0
G6 LALR(1) 0 0 0
G7 non-LR 5 0 3
G8 LALR(1) 0 0 0
While a LR(2n) test is needed in order to tell that Gn3 is unambiguous, the grammar
is found unambiguous with our algorithm using LR(0) items.
Grammar G5 is a non-LRR [9] grammar with rules
S−→AC | BCb, A−→a, B−→a, C−→cCb | cb. (G5)
It is also found unambiguous by our algorithm using LR(0) items.
4.1.2 Horizontal and Vertical Ambiguity
Grammars G6 and G7 show that our method is not comparable with the horizontal
and vertical ambiguity detection method of Brabrand et al. Grammar G6 is a
palindrome grammar with rules
S−→aSa | bSb | a | b | ε (G6)
that our method ﬁnds erroneously ambiguous. Conversely, grammar G7 with rules
S−→AA, A−→aAa | b (G7)
is a LR(0) grammar, and the test of Brabrand et al. ﬁnds it horizontally ambiguous
and not vertically ambiguous. For completeness, we also give the results of our tool
on the RNA grammars of Reeder et al. [27] in Table 2.
4.2 Experiments with Programming Languages Grammars
We ran the LR, LRR and NU tests on seven diﬀerent ambiguous grammars for
programming languages:
Pascal an ISO-7185 Pascal grammar retrieved from the comp.compilers FTP at
ftp://ftp.iecc.com/pub/file/, LALR(1) except for a dangling else ambiguity,
Mini C a simpliﬁed C grammar written by Jacques Farre´ for a compilers course,
LALR(1) except for a dangling else ambiguity,
ANSI C [17, Appendix A.13], also retrieved from the comp.compilers FTP. The
grammar is LALR(1), except for a dangling else ambiguity. The ANSI C’ gram-
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Table 3
Number of initial LR(0) conﬂicting pairs remaining with the LR, LRR and NU tests employing
successively LR(0), SLR(1), LALR(1), and LR(1) precision.
Precision LR(0) SLR(1) LALR(1) LR(1)
Test LR LRR NU LR LRR NU LR LR LRR NU
Pascal 119 55 55 5 5 5 1 1 1 1
Mini C 153 11 10 5 5 4 1 1 1 1
ANSI C 261 13 2 13 13 2 1 1 1 1
ANSI C’ 265 117 106 22 22 11 9 9 - -
Standard ML 306 163 158 130 129 124 109 109 107 107
Small Elsa C++ 509 285 239 25 22 22 24 24 - -
Elsa C++ 973 560 560 61 58 58 53 - - -
mar is the same grammar modiﬁed by setting typedef names to be a nonterminal,
with a single production 〈typedef -name〉−→identiﬁer . The modiﬁcation reﬂects
the fact that GLR parsers should not rely on the lexer hack for disambiguation.
Standard ML, extracted from the language deﬁnition [23, Appendix B]. As men-
tioned in Section 2, this is a highly ambiguous grammar, and no eﬀort whatsoever
was made to ease its implementation with a parser generator.
Elsa C++, developed with the Elkhound GLR parser generator [22], and a smaller
version without class declarations nor function bodies. Although this is a gram-
mar written for a GLR parser generator, it allows deterministic parsing whenever
possible in an attempt to improve performance.
In order to provide a better ground for comparisons between LR, LRR and NU
testing, we implemented an option that computes the number of initial LR(0) item
pairs in conﬂict—for instance pair (1)—that can reach a point of ambiguity—for
instance pair (5)—through the ma relation. Table 3 presents the number of such
initial conﬂicting pairs with our tests when employing LR(0) items, SLR(1) items,
and LR(1) items. We completed our implementation by counting conﬂicting LR(0)
item pairs for the LALR(1) conﬂicts in the parsing tables generated by Bison, which
are shown in the LALR(1) column of Table 3.
This measure of the initial LR(0) conﬂicts is far from perfect. In particular, our
Standard ML subset has a single LR(0) conﬂict that mingles an actual ambiguity
with a conﬂict requiring an unbounded lookahead exploration: the measure would
thus show no improvement when using our test. The measure is not comparable
with the numbers of potential ambiguities reported by NU; for instance, NU(item1)
would report 89 potential ambiguities for Standard ML, and 52 for ANSI C’.
Although we ran our tests on a machine equipped with a 3.2GHz Xeon and 3GiB
of physical memory, several tests employing LR(1) items exhausted the memory.
The explosive number of LR(1) items is also responsible for a huge slowdown: for
the small Elsa grammar, the NU test with SLR(1) items ran in 0.22 seconds, against
more than 2 minutes for the corresponding LR(1) test (and managed to return a
better conﬂict report).






Fig. 4. The shared parse forest for input aabc with grammar G8.
5 Current Limitations
Our implementation is still a prototype. We describe several planned improvements
(Sections 5.1 and 5.2), followed by a small account on the diﬃculty of considering
dynamic disambiguation ﬁlters and merge functions in the algorithm (Section 5.3).
5.1 Ambiguity Report
As mentioned in the beginning of Section 3, the ambiguity report returned by our
tool is hard to interpret.
A ﬁrst solution, already adopted by Brabrand et al. [5], is to attempt to generate
actually ambiguous inputs that match the detected ambiguities. The ambiguity
report would then comprise of two parts, one for proven ambiguities with examples
of input, and one for the potential ambiguities. The generation should only follow
item pairs from which the potential ambiguities are reachable through ma relations,
and stop whenever ﬁnding the ambiguity or after having explored a given number
of paths.
Displaying the (potentially) ambiguous paths in the grammar in a graphical
form is a second possibility. This feature is implemented by ANTLRWorks, the
development environment for the upcoming version 3 of ANTLR [24].
5.2 Running Time
The complexity of our algorithm is a square function of the grammar size. If, instead
of item pairs, we considered deterministic states of items like LALR(1) does, the
worst-case complexity would rise to an exponential function. Our algorithm is thus
more robust.
Nonetheless, practical computations seem likely to be faster with LALR(1) item
sets: a study of LALR(1) parsers sizes by Purdom [26] showed that the size of the
LALR(1) parser was usually a linear function of the size of the grammar. Therefore,
all hope of analyzing large GLR grammars—like the Cobol grammar recovered by
La¨mmel and Verhoef [20]—is not lost.
The theory behind noncanonical LALR parsing [29] translates well into a special
case of our algorithm for ambiguity detection, and future versions of the tool should
implement it.
5.3 Dynamic Disambiguation Filters
Our tool does not ignore potential ambiguities when the user has declared a merge
function that might solve the issue. The rationale is simple: we do not know whether
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the merge function will actually solve the ambiguity. Consider for instance the rules
A−→aBc | aaBc, B−→ab | b. (G8)
Our tool reports an ambiguity on the item pair (B−→ab·, B−→b·), and is quite
right: the input aabc is ambiguous. As shown in Figure 4, adding a merge function
on the rules of B would not resolve the ambiguity: the merge function should be
written for A.
If we consider arbitrary productions for B, a merge function might be useful only
if the languages of the alternatives for B are not disjoint. We could thus improve
our tool to detect some useless merge declarations. On the other hand, if the two
languages are not equivalent, then there are cases where a merge function is needed
on A—or even at a higher level. Ensuring equivalence is diﬃcult, but could be
attempted in some decidable cases, namely when we can detect that the languages
of the alternatives of B are ﬁnite or regular, or using bisimulation equivalence [7].
6 Conclusions
The paper reports on an ambiguity detection tool. In spite of its experimental state,
the tool has been successfully used on a very diﬃcult portion of the Standard ML
grammar. The tool also improves on the dreaded LALR(1) conﬂicts report, albeit
at a much higher computational price.
We hope that the need for such a tool, the results obtained with this ﬁrst im-
plementation, and the solutions described for the current limitations will encourage
the investigation of better ambiguity detection techniques. The integration of our
method with the one designed by Brabrand et al. is another promising solution.
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